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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK  

COUNTY OF NEW YORK 

HUMBL INC., and BRIAN FOOTE,  

                                                          Petitioners, 

 

-against- 

 

BRYAN MATTHEW PAYSEN, DIGIÑERO, ROCHE 

FREEDMAN LLP a/k/a FREEDMAN NORMAND 

FRIEDLAND, and JOHN DOES 1-10, 

                                                               Respondents. 

Index No.  

 

Affirmation in Support of Petition 

 

 

 

 

 

 BRIAN FOOTE, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

 

1. I am the CEO of Petitioner HUMBL Inc., and also a Petitioner herein.  

2. Accordingly, I make this Affirmation in Support of the Petition for pre-suit 

discovery pursuant to CPLR § 3102.  

3. I have been the particular target of PAYSEN’s vitriol through his @pravdacles 

Twitter user account and across a variety of other social media platforms.  

4. PAYSEN’s history of violence and his threatening tweets have caused me concern 

for my physical safety and that of the employees at HUMBL, especially when he tweeted threats 

of violence towards HUMBL’s people (which to me means employees and brand advocates), 

resulting in PAYSEN’s account being suspended by Twitter on November 10, 2022.   

 

5. This suspension was long overdue, as PAYSEN via his @pravdacles Twitter 

account engaged in subtle threats of violence against HUMBL’s employees for months.   

6. Unfortunately, Twitter is not the only platform PAYSEN uses to issue threats.  
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7. Another social media platform user account created by PAYSEN boasts a profile 

picture featuring a man wearing a mask and aiming a handgun at the viewer; this account was 

linked to PAYSEN’s gmail address, bpaysen@gmail.com, the same email address PAYSEN 

used to register his company, Respondent DIGIÑERO (see EXHIBIT 1 to the Affirmation of 

Laura M. Trachtman).  

 

 

8. PAYSEN, using the same account, encouraged me to kill myself:   
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9. On May 21, 2022, PAYSEN retweeted the song lyrics to the Tool song Intolerance, 

which includes the lyrics “I wanna have faith to put away the dagger”:   

 

10. On July 10, 2022, PAYSEN encouraged his audience to “ask your God to exact 

justice” and then referenced Psalm 94: 

 

11. Pertinent passages from Psalm 94 include exhortations to violence, including “the 

Lord is a God who avenges. O God who avenges, shine forth. Rise up, Judge the earth; pay back 

to the proud what they deserve” and “the Lord has become my fortress, and my God the rock in 

whom I take refuge. He will repay them for their sins and destroy them for their wickedness; the 

Lord our God will destroy them.”  
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12. On September 24, 2022, PAYSEN posted a link to a song by the band Judas Priest 

entitled “The Ripper” which tweet PAYSEN later deleted.   

 

13. The song contains threatening lyrics including “when you least expect me and you 

turn your back, I’ll attack” and “you’ll soon shake with fear never knowing if I’m near, I’m sly 

and I’m shameless, nocturnal and nameless, except for ‘The Ripper’ or if you like ‘Jack the Knife’”.  

14. On September 2, 2022, while I was in Latin America developing commercial 

relationships in the region, PAYSEN tweeted “Me and the boyz heading down to LatAm to get 

our money back from $HMBL” and posted an image of four armed men.  

 

15. On August 2, 2022, a Twitter user, @jamesdean19661, Tweeted that he was going 

to go to HUMBL’s headquarters in San Diego, California, to find me and “get the answers all 

investors deserve,” and PAYSEN retweeted this threat.   

                                           
1 I do not know whether @jamesdean1966 is another of PAYSEN’s thirty-eight (38) aliases, but I suspect that it is.  
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16. On August 2, 2022, @jamesdean1966 tweeted that he booked his flight and warned 

that I should “be ready,” tagging me in the tweet to ensure that I saw the threat.  

 

17. On August 4, 2022, @jamesdean1966 followed up on his threat by saying 

“touchdown in San Diego in about a [sic] hour see you soon” and tagged me and other HUMBL 

employees, thus ensuring that HUMBL’s employees were aware that a disgruntled individual 

threatened to go to HUMBL’s offices.  
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18. As if retweeting a threat was insufficiently malicious, on August 4, 2022, PAYSEN 

followed up by re-tweeting an unrelated tweet sent by me and commenting “isn’t 

@jamesdean1966 arriving at HUMBL HQ in San Diego later today?” 

 

19. On August 4, 2022, HUMBL’s executives, including me, decided that it was not 

safe to open the HUMBL offices on August 4, 2022, in case @jamesdean1966 appeared, as he 

posed a threat to HUMBL and its employees.  

20. On August 4, 2022, @jamesdean1966 tweeted that the HUMBL offices were empty, 

casually calling my employees a “pack of Mexicans”:  

 

21. PAYSEN then made a bigoted statement about Mexicans in response 

to @jamesdean1966’s tweet: 
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22. After, PAYSEN mockingly tweeted @jamesdean1966 to ask “is Foote sleeping 

under his desk tonight?” reveling in HUMBL employees, and me in particular, feeling trapped and 

unsafe in their offices due to @jamesdean1966’s threat to go to HUMBL headquarters. 

 

23. PAYSEN again mocked our discomfort with our shared co-working space being 

stalked by a potential safety threat, alleging that I was afraid of and thus avoiding 

@jamesdean1966: 
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24. This threat had the further effect of creating an unsafe work environment for 

HUMBL employees, including me, to be able to perform my duties as CEO in our co-working 

space. 

25. On August 7, 2022, PAYSEN asked @jamesdean1966 what happened at HUMBL 

offices, and @jamesdean1966 replied “still no sign of anyone working, stopped by 3 times so far” 

thus repeating and reiterating his threats of potential physical violence at HUMBL.  

 

26. As a result of PAYSEN’s incessant trolling and bashing, HUMBL has been 

damaged, as it is challenging for HUMBL to keep employees’ morale up when Twitter users 

threaten to show up at HUMBL’s offices and when they verbally attack the ethnic heritage of 

HUMBL’s valued team members.  

27. Furthermore, several employees informed HUMBL executives that they did not 

want to go to the office due to the threats from @jamesdean1966, PAYSEN and others, further 

causing damage to HUMBL.  

28. Additionally, PAYSEN accused me of deviant sexual practices and having a 

loathsome disease.   
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29. For example, PAYSEN re-tweeted a comment that I would be “spitroasted” in 

prison and that I would like it, and that I have monkeypox.   

         

30. PAYSEN pasted my face on an image of a squirrel’s body (which appears to be 

coupling with a second squirrel bearing non-party and HUMBL shareholder Kevin Connor’s face, 

which squirrel in turn appears to be coupling with yet a third squirrel), implying that I engage in 

group homosexual sex with our shareholders, and then likens me to a rapist. 

        

31. PAYSEN impugned my integrity, stating that I am untrustworthy and that I am a 

sociopath.  
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32. PAYSEN also questioned my intelligence and integrity, calling me an idiot or a liar: 

     

33. To my knowledge, I have never met Respondent PAYSEN and have no idea why 

he constantly attacks, threatens, insults and demeans me on Twitter.   

34. I am not a criminal, a rapist or a sociopath; I do not have monkey pox; and I do not 

engage in group homosexual sex2.  

35. I was apprehensive of imminent harmful or offensive contact from PAYSEN on 

May 21 and July 10, 2022.   

36. The week commencing August 4, 2022, I was apprehensive of imminent harmful 

or offensive contact from @jamesdean1966, who was encouraged and applauded by PAYSEN 

(assuming he is not himself PAYSEN).  

                                           
2 I assume that PAYSEN meant such an accusation to be insulting or offensive; personally, I believe that everyone 

should be able to express their sexuality, but group homosexual sex is not a way in which I personally express my 

sexuality.  
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37. PAYSEN’s November 10, 2022 tweet also alarmed me (although I was in London, 

England on business) as he threatened to bury HUMBL employees in a landfill (soon); while he 

has yet to initiate violent contact, his use of the word “soon” causes me apprehension of imminent 

harmful or offensive contact upon my return to San Diego.  

38. Further, PAYSEN’s threats to other HUMBL employees has created a morale issue 

at HUMBL, as HUMBL employees have expressed to me that they are fearful of their safety and 

do not wish to appear in person for work at HUMBL’s offices; it is also difficult to attract and 

maintain new employees due to PAYSEN’s incessant abuse, ethnic slurs, and threats of physical 

violence.  

39. I was further annoyed, alarmed, and in fear for my safety due to PAYSEN’s 

incessant bashing and trolling of me via my social media accounts.  

I affirm this 16th day of November, 2022, under the penalties of perjury under the laws of 

New York, which may include a fine or imprisonment, that I am physically located outside the 

geographic boundaries of the United States, Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Islands, or any 

territory or insular possession subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, that the foregoing is 

true, and I understand that this document may be filed in an action or proceeding in a court of law. 

 

 

______________________________ 

BRIAN FOOTE, CEO of HUMBL 
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Rule 17 Certification 

 

 I hereby certify compliance with 22 NYCRR 202.8b that the length of this 

Affirmation is less than 7,000 words as indicated by the word-processing software system 

used to prepare the document. The precise word count is 1,526. 

 

        _______________________ 

        Laura M. Trachtman, Esq.  
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